
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, AND THE B.M.A.
The activities of tbe British Medical Association are not less wide thani

the interests of the medical profession. One of these interests is certainly
the increase and diffusion of knowledge, and more particularly of knowledge
which will open to the practitoner a wider field of efficiency a.nd of service.
In such an enterprise the Association has always taken, and will continue to
take, an active part.

THE BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.
In the Journal the Association possesses an agency of the highest value

for every earnest student of his or her profession. Contributions of recognised
scientific and practical merit are received from experts in all departments of
professional activity, and clinical notes on diagnosis and treatment form a
feature of every issue. Here, too, are to be found the records of the various
professional societies, notices of new books, and an account of modem
developments in medicine, surgery and pharrnacy. Altogether, the British
M.1edical Journal occupies a leading place. in the medical journalism of the
British Empire, and no practitioner who desires to maintain a high standard
of efficiency and of information can afford to neglect its pages.

THE B.M.A. LIBRARY AND THE READING ROOM.
With the occupation of the new House both of these departments have

been extended and enlarged. Each has already contributed much to the
success of the Association. In the Reading Room all the principal medical
journals of the world may be consulted, and the same is true of the leadinlg
textbooks and books of reference. Merrmbers in the British Isles may borrow
books (including those of recent publication) and may have them sent by
post without any charge other than postage. The Librarian is always ready
to answer inquiries and to give information.

B.M.A. SECTIONS AND MEETINGS.
On application from any Branch or Division the Council will arrange

for a special lecture by an acknowledged expert in any department of medical
activity. In many Divisions the meetings of members afford repeated oppor-
tunities for clinical demonstrations and discussions. At the Annual Meeting
of the Association the discussions in the various Sections attract the leading
experts in the profession, and are supplernented by Museum and Hospital
deinonstrations. Both in his or her immediate locality, and at the Annual
Meeting, the practitioner who is a meinber of the Association enjoys large
educational opportunities, and may in turn contributc what he or she is able
to the common stock. The Annual Meeting of 1926 was held a.t Nottingham,
and that of 1927 is to be held at Edinbuirgh.


